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Abstract

This paper explores voltage interpolation and variable latency—
two fine-grained post-fabrication tuning techniques that can be applied to individual microarchitectural units. Both techniques provide flexibility to adapt blocks to different degrees of process variation. Voltage interpolation provides a unique “effective voltage” for
individual blocks by spatially dithering the voltage of logic within
the blocks between two distinct voltages (a higher voltage–VddH
and a lower voltage–VddL). Variable latency pipelines, which have
been proposed in previous work [13, 21, 25], have synergy with
voltage interpolation and we show that the combination of both
techniques is especially beneficial. In order to prove the viability
of the two approaches, we have fabricated a 130nm prototype chip
which demonstrates the capability of both techniques. Measured
results from the chip show that both techniques can provide wide
frequency-tuning range to deal with delay fluctuations arising from
process variations with minimal power overhead. This work takes
these results and applies them to many of the key architectural loops
in out-of-order processor cores that impact system performance.
We study the techniques in the context of future multi-core systems
and show that ReVIVaL can improve energy-delay2 (or BIPS3 /W )
of the system by 47% compared to a fixed pipeline design operating off of a single global supply voltage. Even when compared to
an expensive solution with per-core voltage control, the proposed
technique can improve energy-delay2 by 21%.
In the following section, we discuss background information on
process variation and other related work. Section 3 describes the details of variable latency and voltage interpolation and presents measured results from our fabricated test chip. Section 4 describes our
architecture and circuit simulation platform. Section 5 discusses the
application of the techniques to an out-of-order, multi-core processor and presents simulation results. Section 6 discusses the implications of ReVIVaL on testing and power-supply networks. Lastly,
our work is summarized in Section 7.

Process variations are poised to significantly degrade performance
benefits sought by moving to the next nanoscale technology node.
Parameter fluctuations in devices can introduce large variations in
peak operation among chips, among cores on a single chip, and
among microarchitectural blocks within one core. Hence, it will be
difficult to only rely on traditional frequency binning to efficiently
cover the large variations that are expected. Furthermore, multiple voltage/frequency domains introduce significant hardware overhead and alone cannot address the full extent of delay variations expected in future multi-core systems. In this paper, we present ReVIVaL, which combines two fine-grained post-fabrication tuning
techniques—voltage interpolation(VI) and variable latency(VL).
We show that the frequency variation between chips, between cores
on one chip, and between functional units within cores can be reduced to a very small range. The effectiveness of these techniques
are further verified through experiments on test chips fabricated in a
130nm CMOS process. Detailed architectural simulations of multicore processors demonstrate significant performance and power advantages are possible by combining variable latency with voltage
interpolation.

1. Introduction
Advances in CMOS device technology have been a main driving
force in the computing industry by providing ever-smaller transistors that led to tremendous system integration benefits. Processor designers have capitalized on these improvements by providing more capable and higher-performance computing architectures.
However, in the most advanced fabrication nodes (65nm and beyond), difficulties in the manufacturing process manifest as potentially large variations in the performance and power dissipation of
transistors. These variations threaten to stall further reductions in
minimum feature sizes and performance improvements.
Process variations occur at multiple spatial scales. Variations
at the wafer-level lead to performance differences between individual microprocessor dies, but increasingly, process variations are
becoming more fine-grained. Uneven mask exposure due to lithography limitations leads to systematic variations in transistor gate
length and threshold voltage at the granularity of microarchitectural
blocks. At the smallest spatial scale, random dopant fluctuations
can change the threshold voltage of individual devices. Unlike dieto-die (D2D) variations, within-die (WID) and random variations
cannot easily be solved by speed-binning techniques, because a
handful of slow transistors can potentially lead to slow speed paths
that affect overall processor clock frequency. For traditional synchronous designs, this can lead to significant reduction in system
performance for most fabricated chips [8].
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2. Background and Related Work
Figure 1 illustrates the impact of process variations in the context
of a hypothetical 16-core processor 1 . The dark and light shades
represent systematic variations [11], and dark stipple points represent random variations. While random variations can impact paths
uniformly across the chip, systematic variations will impact some
corners within the chip more than others. Due to within-die variation, different microarchitectural units located in different places of
the chip will likely suffer different degrees of process variation and
thus exhibit different delay characteristics. Both random and systematic variations result in chip corners with different maximum
operating frequencies.
1 This

figure only serves as a conceptual illustration of process variation.
Section 4 describes our actual variation model.
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domains and do not adequately consider system-level issues [3].
In this paper, we discuss voltage interpolation, a post-fabrication
tuning technique that provides an “effective voltage” to individual
blocks within individual processor cores. Coupling variable-latency
with voltage interpolation, ReVIVaL provides significant benefits
over implementing variable-latency alone.

3. Variable Latency and Voltage Interpolation
Process variation can greatly degrade the maximum operating frequency of fabricated chips. Bowman, et al. showed that variations
can eat up to 30% of frequency gains sought by moving processor
designs to the next technology node [8]. With increasing within-die
(WID) variation, different microarchitectural units spread across
the chip will exhibit different delay characteristics. The increasing amount of WID and random process variation calls for the development of novel post-fabrication tuning techniques that can be
applied at microarchitectural unit or block level [24].
This section describes in detail two fine-grained, post-fabrication
tuning techniques. One technique offers an ability to add extra latency to pipelines that may exhibit longer-than-expected delays,
and trades off latency to mitigate frequency degradation due to
process variation. While effective, the extra latencies can overly
degrade system-level performance (i.e. IPC) for latency-critical
blocks with tight loops. In order to alleviate this compromise, we
propose a fine-grained voltage-tuning technique called voltage interpolation. By allowing circuit blocks to statically choose between
two supply voltages after fabrication, different microarchitectural
units within a processor can be viewed as operating at individuallytuned “effective” voltage levels while maintaining a single consistent operating frequency. Voltage interpolation not only combats
the deleterious effects of WID variations, but also offers power
savings when combined with variable latency.

Figure 1. Illustration of process variation in a 16-core processor.
Because of the inherent randomness associated with process
variation, it can be difficult to predict the speed of individual circuit blocks before chip fabrication. While statistical timing techniques can help designers understand the extent of variations and
suggest ways to best tune paths for logic structures [1, 20, 4], postfabrication delay-path variations cannot be entirely avoided. Worstcase design approaches will incur significant overheads and traditional speed binning loses effectiveness as within-die process variation gets worse. Several solutions have been proposed to mitigate
the impact of process variations. Per-core voltage and frequency
domains can address the variation problem at the core level, but
these techniques do not reduce variation within each of the processor cores. For systems with more than two cores, this scheme
requires a large number of voltage/frequency domains and the design cost of per-core voltage regulators, power grids, and PLLs
will be large [12]. A globally-asynchronous, locally synchronous
(GALS) design technique can be applied at the microarchitecture
level in which every unit runs at a different frequency according
to the amount of variation [16]. However, GALS requires synchronization at various interfaces in the architecture and thus introduces
significant design complexity. Also with GALS, if some performance critical units happen to be slow, system performance can
be severely degraded.
Post-fabrication tuning solutions can provide an effective approach to address process variations. Existing solutions can be
broadly divided into techniques based on adaptive body bias (ABB)
and adaptive pipeline latency. ABB relies on tuning the body voltage of a transistor to manipulate its threshold voltage. This can
be used to increase the speed of devices at the cost of increased
leakage power [19, 26]. At the architectural level, researchers have
shown that ABB is most effective when applied at the granularity of
microarchitectural blocks [24]. While ABB techniques are attractive, they are only applicable to bulk CMOS processes (e.g., ABB
will not work with SOI and triple-gate processes being adopted by
industry).
Adaptive (or variable) latency techniques for structures such as
caches [21] and combined register files and execution units [13] can
address device variability by tuning architectural latencies. Tiwari
et al. studied pipelined logic loops for the entire processor using
selectable “donor stages” that provide additional timing margins for
certain loops [25]. As we will show in this paper, variable latency
alone cannot solve the variation problem. For latency critical units
with tight loops (e.g. the integer issueQ and ALUs), the technique
can actually reduce overall system performance.
Several schemes using multiple supply voltage have been proposed recently to reduce power consumption and frequency variation, but existing schemes use costly level shifters between voltage

3.1 Variable Latency
Several architecture groups have recently studied the architectural
impact of variable latency [13, 21, 25]. The key idea is to make the
latency of key microarchitectural units adjustable while keeping the
global frequency unchanged. If some units exhibit slow downs due
to variation, the latency of those units can be extended. The benefit
of variable latency over other schemes (e.g., GALS) is that the system is still fully synchronized and the whole machine operates at a
single frequency. There is no overhead incurred to enable synchronization or to implement multiple voltage/frequency domains. Previous studies show that one cycle of extra latency is sufficient for
most units to cover the expected frequency spread resulting from
severe variations [13]. For less IPC-critical units, an extra latency
cycle will not degrade performance by much and, thus, salvage
chips from suffering huge frequency loss. The weakness of variable
latency is that it may significantly degrade performance for IPCcritical units. Previous papers either only show the effectiveness of
variable latency for limited sets of microarchitectural units [13, 21]
or do not consider its effects on tight single-cycle loops [25]. In
this paper, we provide a detailed study and comparison of how well
variable latency can combat variations across units within a CPU
core with both tight and long loops.
Figure 2(a) illustrates the basic concept of variable latency
shown for a piece of a long pipeline consisting of multiple stages
(e.g., an FPU). This pipeline assumes a latch-based synchronous
design operating off of two complementary clock phases. One benefit of latch-based designs over flip-flop based design is the ability
to borrow time across logic stages owing to the soft barriers imposed by the latches (unlike the hard barriers associated with flip
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(a) Logic-dominated structure
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(b) Memory-dominated structure

Figure 2. Block diagrams of variable latency applied to logic-dominated and memory-dominated structures.
assume these power gating devices introduce little additional overhead since Vdd-gating is often already used to cut leakage power
for idle blocks. This ability to choose between two voltages provides delay tuning of the unit across a wide range, set by the voltage
difference between VddH and VddL (∆V ). If all of the domains
utilize VddH, the unit is configured to have the maximum effective voltage(1.2V) and minimum delay possible. Conversely, if all
stages operate off of VddL, the unit will have the minimum effective voltage(1.0V) and the longest delay. Configurations in between
these two extreme scenarios lead to a spread of delay possibilities,
where the unit appears to operate off of an effective voltage somewhere between VddH and VddL. For example, if two domains are
connected to VddH and one domain to VddL, this results in an
effective voltage shown in the left-hand side of Figure 3. If one
domain is connected to VddH and two domains to VddL, this results in a relatively lower effective voltage shown in the right-hand
side of Figure 3. Hence, this spatial dithering of the voltage enables our notion of voltage interpolation. Given the soft barriers
(i.e. time borrowing) with latch-based clocking, both units operate
at an intermediate effective voltage level when viewed in combination. Process variation will invariably lead to a spread of delays
across the different stages even if they are perfectly balanced at
design time under nominal conditions. Voltage interpolation combats variations by configuring microarchitectural units to operate at
a specific target frequency, speeding up slower paths and slowing
down faster ones.
The main benefit of voltage interpolation is that we can arbitrarily select different effective voltages required for each unit to
run at a single nominal frequency. Per-block voltage tuning may
also be possible by individually supplying power to each block,
but the hardware overhead is prohibitively high. One concern that
arises when considering to use two supply voltages is whether level
shifters are needed at voltage boundaries to break the static current
path in a gate operating off of VddH driven by a block operating off
of VddH. Fortunately, if the difference between VddH and VddL
required to cover delay variations resulting from process variation
is small, the non-zero threshold voltage of transistors obviates level
shifters. The next subsection verifies this observation with simulation and experimental results.
For pipelined microarchitectural units (e.g., FPU), stage boundaries can be natural cut points for the voltage domains that individually select between VddH and VddL. Since latched-based design enable time borrowing between pipeline stages, voltage interpolation can be used to tune the speed of the entire pipeline with

flops (FF)). Ideally, approximately half a clock cycle of time slack
can be borrowed across pipeline stages. This time borrowing inherently hides delay imbalances between stages (within limits),
which can help to mitigate the effects of process variations. While
time borrowing is also possible for FF-based designs by clock-edge
tuning with additional circuitry added to the clock distribution network [25], the amount of borrowing is limited by the min-delay
path of each pipeline stage. Since min-delay paths are often difficult to pad without hurting critical paths, they may limit the effectiveness of such a scheme given large delay variations. In contrast,
time borrowing in latch-based designs facilitates latency extensions
without the need for clock-edge tuning. The upper block diagram
shows a pipeline configured to operate at the default latency. There
is a flow-through latch between stages 1b and 2a. Clocking that
latch, as shown in the lower block diagram, adds an extra half
cycle of latency to the pipeline and provides extra time borrowing to absorb longer-than-expected delays due to process variation
in the preceding logic stages. Switching between the modes with
and without the extra latency allows for post-fabrication tuning as
needed by each unit.
Besides logic-dominated structures, a modified version of
the variable-latency technique can also be applied to memorydominated structures such as register files (RF) and issueQ (INTQ
and FPQ). Since a memory array typically requires pre-charging
before it can be accessed, it is difficult to borrow into the memoryaccess time. Hence, we simply insert extra latches at the boundary
between the memory array and other logic structures. The basic
concept is presented in Figure 2(b), which shows how a register
file can be pipelined into two stages. If necessary, an extra clocking stage can be added between the decoder and the memory array.
Similarly, the issueQ can be pipelined into two stages by separating
the wake-up CAM and selection logic.
3.2 Voltage Interpolation
We will later show that variable latency alone cannot solve the variation problem. Hence, we propose voltage interpolation as a necessary second tuning technique. Instead of providing one powersupply voltage to all of the circuit blocks, we provide two, VddH
(higher voltage) and VddL (lower voltage). To best utilize these
two voltages, the microarchitectural blocks are divided into multiple domains as shown in Figure 3. For example, assume the
combinational logic within a unit is divided into 3 voltage domains, where each domain can select between VddH(1.2V) and
VddL(1.0V) individually via the power gating pMOS devices. We
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Figure 3. Schematic of voltage interpolation and illustration of effective voltage.
respect to the target system-wide operating frequency even in the
presence of process variation. In summary, voltage interpolation
allows for a fine-grained, microarchitectural unit and block-level
tuning of speed under variation.

frequency (1/clock period) and power when the global voltage
(Vdd Global) is swept from 0.95V to 1.4V while operating in the
6-stage configuration. The 64 circles correspond to all (26 ) possible
voltage configurations for 6-stage operation given two power supplies: VddH = 1.2V and VddL = 0.9V. The results verify a broad
tuning range of frequencies are possible with only two supplies at
fixed voltages, extending above and below a nominal frequency of
264MHz (tpd = 3.8ns) given a nominal voltage (1.1V). Most of
the circles hover above the dotted line, indicative of a small power
penalty associated with voltage interpolation. On the other hand,
some circles fall below the line. Due to some inherent imbalances
between stages in the design, some voltage configurations are better than others. Hence, careful selection is needed to find the lowest
power solution. While the results shown are for a single FPU chip,
we can deduce that tuning range provided by voltage interpolation
can cover the 30% delay variations we expect from process variation.
The FPU test chip can also operate in a 7-stage configuration
by clocking additional latches in the pipeline and data exits the
FPU pipeline after 7 clock cycles. Figure 5 also includes measured
power versus frequency for 64 voltage configurations (triangles)
while operating in 7-stage mode with the same VddH and VddL as
before. The additional time borrowing provided by the extra cycle
latency allows the FPU to operate at higher clock frequencies. The
overall frequency tuning range with both voltage interpolation and
variable latency grows to > 40%. In addition to higher frequency
operation, the power consumption is lower for comparable 6-stage
speeds, because more of the stages can operate off of VddL. The
small increase in clock power to switch more latches is offset by
the decrease in dynamic power consumed by the logic.
If an FPU runs slowly due to process variation, there are two
ways to achieve the nominal operating frequency. One choice is to
maintain a 6-stage pipeline and connect more stages to VddH so
that the effective voltage increases. Another choice is to extend to
a 7-stage pipeline to provide additional time for computation while
reducing logic power by switching more stages to VddL. If power
consumption is the only metric of interest, the 7-stage configuration
is always better than the 6-stage. However, one must remember that
there are performance penalties for architectural units with longer
latency. This is especially critical for some units such as the issueQ
and ALU. Therefore, power alone is not sufficient to judge the

3.3 Experimental Results
To validate the proposed schemes, we applied both voltage interpolation and variable latency to a single-precision floating-point unit
(compatible with IEEE754) designed using a standard CAD flow
in a 130nm CMOS logic process with 8 metal layers. The FPU
is pipelined into 6 stages for the nominal case and extra latency
can be inserted resulting in a 7-stage configuration. Each pipeline
stage can choose between two supply voltages (VddH and VddL)
through configuration registers, enabling voltage interpolation. We
taped out the design and measured 15 chips for functionality, performance, and power. Figure 4 presents a die photo of the test chip
with an overlay identifying the main blocks. The figure also shows
a photo of the experimental test setup. Additional details and measurements of the test chip can be found in [14]. The purpose of
implementing a real chip are threefold:
• To demonstrate the proposed voltage interpolation and variable

latency techniques work in real hardware and validate with
experimental measurements

• To show the effectiveness of the proposed schemes to mitigate

the impact of process variation through measured and experiment results

• To evaluate the associated hardware cost and power overhead of

the proposed schemes and provide a basis for scaling to more
advanced technology nodes

All of the results presented throughout this section are from
experimental chip measurements unless stated otherwise. We use
measurements from the 130nm test chip and scale them down to
the corresponding technology nodes for simulation-based analysis
in subsequent sections.
3.4 Tunability of ReVIVaL
Figure 5 summarizes the measured results of frequency tuning
versus power consumption for the FPU test chip. For comparison purposes, the dotted line plots the traditional tradeoff between
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(a) Die photo

(b) Experiment setup

Figure 4. Die photo and experiment setup for the test chip
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from industry. The results show that voltage interpolation scales
well with technology. The small decrease in transistor threshold
voltages at the 65nm node greatly benefits the tuning range while
the increase in short-circuit power is moderate.
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4. Simulation Methodology
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Prior to delving into the detailed simulation results, this section
first presents the architecture and circuit simulation platforms used
throughout the rest of the paper. An architecture simulator is used
to evaluate the system-level impact of the proposed post-fabrication
tuning techniques—voltage interpolation and variable latency—
and compare them to other approaches. Our circuit simulation
results are used to accurately capture the hardware-level impact of
process variation for advanced technology nodes (e.g., 32nm).
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4.1 Circuit and Monte-Carlo Simulation

Figure 5. Power vs. delay relationship for VI+VL and frequency
tuning range.

All of the delay and power data presented after this section are derived from Hspice circuit simulations at the 32nm technology node
using Predictive Technology Models (PTM) [27]. Furthermore, we
rely on a Monte-Carlo simulation framework, similar to approaches
found in [1, 13, 17]. This method considers both die-to-die (D2D)
and within-die (WID) variations, and also handles correlations related to layout geometries using a multi-level quad tree method.
Correlated variations broadly affect circuit delays at the block and
chip levels. In nanoscale technologies, increasing dopant fluctuations exacerbate random variations, causing speed differences between neighboring gates. Recent experimental results verify that
this method is very accurate; it has an error of 5% [10], which is
sufficient for our architectural study. In this paper, we assume Gaussian distributions for both gate length and threshold voltage fluctuations at the transistor level. We assume σL/Lnominal = 7% for
gate-length variations and σVth /Vthnominal = 15% for threshold
voltage variations. These assumptions are comparable to the data
forecast in [7] and [8].
We assume 30-FO4 machines and the number of critical paths
in each unit is calculated with respect to layout area [16]. We
generated the threshold voltage and gate length of each gate on
the critical path and fit them to a delay curve similar to those
presented in [13]. This way, we can model the delay of all the
microarchitectural units affected by process variation.

effectiveness of variable latency. To fully understand the problem,
a detailed architecture-level analysis and tradeoff study is needed.
3.5 Short-Circuit Power and Scalability
As suggested by some of the circles that scatter above the traditional power vs. frequency line corresponding to explicit voltage
tuning, there can be a small power penalty associated with voltage
interpolation. Some of this penalty can be attributed to an increase
in short-circuit current for the first stage of logic at the voltage
boundaries. Figure 6(a) plots the static power for the FPU when set
to the worst-case voltage configuration for static power and ∆V is
swept across multiple levels while VddH = 1.2V. The measured results show that for ∆V < 150mV (< Vth pM OS ), the static power
is comparable to the case where ∆V=0. As ∆V increases, shortcircuit grows and dominates. However, as long as ∆V can be kept
small (< 300mV ) while still covering the effects of process variation, voltage interpolation can be applied safely and effectively.
Process variation is poised to be a dominant problem in advanced nanoscale technologies and, therefore, it is important to verify that voltage interpolation can scale with technology. Figure 6(b)
presents simulated results comparing the increase in static power
versus delay tunability of a fanout-of-4 (FO4) inverter implemented
in the 130nm and 65nm technology nodes using transistor models
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Figure 6. Static power consumption in voltage interpolation

Issue Width

4 instructions

core on the chip is running an independent program and report the
aggregate IPC results. We also collect power results from each core
and calculate the comparison metric.

Issue Queues

20-entry INT, 15-entry FP

4.3 Comparison Metric

Load/Store Queues

32-entries each

Reorder Buffer

80-entry

I-Cache, D-cache

64KB, 4-way set associative

Instruction/Data TLB

128-entry fully associative

Functional Units

4 Int, 2 FP

L2 Cache

2MB 4-way

Branch Predictor

21264 tournament predictor

Configuration Parameter

Value

We use energy-delay2 (BIPS3 /W) as the basic energy-efficiency
metric for comparing different designs in the power-performance
space [18, 9, 28]. The choice of this metric is based on the observation that dynamic power is roughly proportional to the supplyvoltage squared (V2 ) multiplied by clock frequency, and clock frequency is roughly proportional to V. Hence, power is roughly proportional to V3 assuming a fixed logic/circuit design. Thus, delay cubed multiplied by power provides a voltage-invariant powerperformance characterization metric for microprocessors. In this
paper, we only consider dynamic power consumption and additional static power introduced by voltage interpolation.

5. Architecture Analysis of Variable Latency and
Voltage Interpolation

Table 1. Baseline processor configuration.
4.2 Architecture Simulation

Based on the descriptions of variable latency and voltage interpolation in Section 3 for a single logic block, this section explores the
impact of applying these two techniques across a multi-core processor architecture. We describe the impact in the context of wellknown architectural loops in an out-of-order microprocessor [6].
As shown in Figure 7, there are several different type of loops in a
processor composed of different microarchitectural units. Each of
these units is assumed to have a 1-cycle default latency, except for
the FPU (FPMul and FPAdd) that has a 6-cycle latency. This paper
considers most of the key architectural units with the exception of
large arrays such as caches. Process variations in array structures
will impact both cell stability and performance [5], hence, we assume techniques that specifically target large cache structures can
be used [21, 2, 15]. This paper focuses on the core pipeline logic.
First, we discuss the benefits and limitations of variable latency operation and voltage interpolation when used in isolation. We then
investigate how combining the two techniques can leverage synergies that lead to a more efficient design overall.

We assume processor cores with parameters listed in Table 1, which
is comparable to the Alpha 21264 and POWER4. The details of the
latency corresponding to each functional unit will be presented in
the next section.
To manage the number of simulations in this work, we use 8 out
of the 26 SPEC2000 benchmarks and rely on Sim-Point for sampling [23]. Phansalkar et al. show that 8 benchmarks (crafty, applu,
fma3d, gcc, gzip, mcf, mesa, twolf) can adequately represent the
entire SPEC2000 benchmark suite [22]. For each benchmark, 100
million instructions are simulated after fast forwarding to specific
checkpoints. Throughout the rest of this paper, single number results of power or performance correspond to the harmonic mean of
all simulated benchmarks.
Since each chip will behave differently under process variations,
a prohibitively large number of architecture simulations may be
required. For the purposes of this paper, we use simple analytical
models for CMP performance calculations, where we assume each
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Figure 7. Architectural loops studied in this paper.
Loop type

Time borrowing

Î

Variable latency
È!É Í6Ë

Map loop

not possible

not sensitive

Issue loop

not possible

sensitive

ALU loop

not possible

sensitive
ØÙÚ

FP issue loop

not possible

sensitive (FP benchmark)

FP loop

possible

not sensitive

ÔÕ Ö
ÒÓ È É Ì Ë
Ï ÐÑ

Branch loop

possible

not sensitive

ÛÜ

ÈÉ Í
×

È ÉÌ

Table 2. Sensitivity of different loops to the proposed techniques.
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5.1 Variable Latency and Time Borrowing
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Figure 8. Performance sensitivity of three loops.

The performance of different architectural loops have varying sensitivity to latency. In other words, depending on the span and latency of the loops, each loop can affect the overall performance
of the processor differently. For example, latency of the issueQ
and ALU loops determines the dispatch of dependent instructions,
which has a strong correlation to overall instruction throughput. Increasing the latency of tight loops, such as the issueQ and ALU,
will have a large impact on system throughput and prevent backto-back issue of instructions. On the other hand, the branch resolution loop is important for pipeline flush operations, dictating
branch mispredict penalties and the amount of mis-speculative instructions. While this loop can have a large impact on IPC if it is
extended by a large amount, extending the loop by one or two cycles is likely to have negligible impact on performance for most
applications.
In addition to the IPC impact of increasing the latency of loops,
we must also consider the impact of time borrowing across units.
Time borrowing essentially allows slow blocks to take up timing slack provided by fast blocks in subsequent pipeline stages.
When combined with variable latency operation, time borrowing
can be effective in mitigating the impact of variations. However,
one must carefully consider which loops can utilize time borrowing and which loops are sensitive to increased latency. Single-cycle
loops like loops 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 in Figure 7 cannot time borrow
since they cannot borrow time from themselves. In contrast, longer
loops can borrow time between multiple stages to meet timing (e.g.,
branch resolution loop). The FPU loop can leverage time borrowing
effectively to balance delay fluctuations between individual stages
as long as the entire FPU can meet a 6-cycle delay. All of the stages

in the branch prediction loop can borrow time from one another, as
long as the entire loop meets a 6-cycle delay requirement and all
of the tight loops residing inside it can meet their own timing. In
general, long loops (loops 6 and 7) are least sensitive to variable
latency and can make the most use of time borrowing. Time borrowing capabilities and the sensitivity of each loop to the proposed
variable latency technique are summarized in Table 2.
To further illustrate the performance impact of time borrowing
and variable latency, Figure 8 plots overall system performance,
BIPS (i.e. frequency multiplied by IPC), when different techniques
are applied to three representative loops: the integer issueQ loop,
the FPU loop, and the branch resolution loop. The results are normalized with respect to an ideal machine without any variation. We
then consider 50 individual chips that suffer from process variation, where each chip can have its own operating frequency. The
“var” bar represents the average performance loss due to process
variations (for that particular loop) across all chips without time
borrowing or variable latency. In this case, the slowest stage or unit
within each loop determines the frequency of that loop. We then apply time borrowing (“TB” in the figure) and variable latency (“VL”
in the figure) to the same chips, attempting to run the loops at or
close to the nominal frequency in an ideal machine. As expected,
time borrowing offers no benefit to the INTQ, but it helps the FPU
and branch resolution loops because time borrowing allows some
averaging of delays across stages and units. Variable latency has a
large negative performance impact when applied to the INTQ loop,
because the frequency increase is more than offset by IPC losses.
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Figure 9. Normalized power vs. normalized performance of different techniques applied to a 16-core processor with process variation.

scenario where each individual core receives a separate voltage to
meet the nominal frequency target. The worst-performing core also
requires 1.33V, but the best core only requires a 1.19V supply. Finally, the last set of points present power with voltage interpolation.
For these points, VddH is set to 1.33V and ∆V is equal to 0.3V.
These points can also achieve the desired frequency while dissipating significantly lower power than the per-core voltage setting,
because the scheme only needs to raise the voltage for slow blocks
within each core. These results show that voltage interpolation can
be an effective voltage/frequency-tuning knob to pin the global frequency of a multi-core system with process variation to a single
value with minimum power overhead.
The significance of voltage interpolation is that only two power
supplies are needed for the entire chip to satisfy the performance
needs of individual cores and microarchitectural units within the
cores. This solution is far more cost-effective than supplying percore voltages, which would require 16 separate voltage regulators
and power domains. In addition to lower implementation overhead,
voltage interpolation also provides much finer grained voltage control to combat WID process variation, resulting in significant power
savings for equivalent performance. However, as shown in Figure 9,
there is a power overhead to this technique, motivating us to consider ReVIVaL.

However, variable latency works reasonably well for loops with
longer pipelines.
This analysis shows that while variable latency can be effective
for certain loops, it must be used judiciously. In contrast, voltage
interpolation is a technique that can be generally applied across microarchitectural units, but we must carefully consider power overheads. The next subsection discusses the use of voltage interpolation in isolation, and then we discuss how and why the two techniques ought to be combined.
5.2 Voltage Interpolation
In a typical microprocessor with only one global power supply, the
global voltage (defined as “Vdd global” in this paper) is set by the
worst-case critical path in the entire chip and the desired powerperformance target. The key idea behind voltage interpolation is
that we can selectively apply an “effective voltage,” somewhere
between VddH and VddL, to individual blocks within the CPU to
individually meet their timing needs. To illustrate the frequencytuning capabilities of voltage interpolation in a multi-core processor, we consider a 16-core chip with process variation. We assume
a nominal voltage of 1.0V for this chip and Figure 9 plots simulation results of the chip in a power-frequency space for different
voltage/frequency tuning scenarios. All results are normalized to
the power and performance of an ideal chip without variations operating at a nominal frequency and nominal voltage. The lower-left
corner of the space shows the performance and power of the chip
using a “global frequency” configuration, which corresponds to a
traditional scenario where the global clock frequency is lower than
the nominal frequency to accommodate the slowest core in the chip
given the 1.0V supply voltage. Next, we plot the performance of
each of the cores in the chip with “per-core frequencies,” showing the frequency and power of each individual core running at
their maximum speed with the 1.0V supply. This configuration can
loosely be thought of as a GALS approach applied at the core level.
The remainder of the configurations are all binned to the nominal
frequency. The top data point shows that in order to achieve this
target performance with one global voltage for all of the cores, a
1.33V supply is required—resulting in 77% power overhead. The
next set of points (diamonds) correspond to a “per-core voltage”

5.3 Combining Variable Latency and Voltage Interpolation
Combining variable latency and voltage interpolation offers several benefits. First, variable latency can suffer from high IPC costs
for certain loops and voltage interpolation may be a more efficient
method for tuning. On the other hand, applying voltage interpolation to all units can lead to unnecessary power overheads if variable
latency can be effective. Furthermore, if variable latency generates
a surplus of slack for certain loops, voltage interpolation can be applied to effectively reclaim that surplus for power savings, while
still meeting the desired frequency target. This section discusses
the benefits of using a combination of the two techniques.
We study the 13 microarchitectural units shown in Figure 7.
Because each unit can have two latency settings, this leads to 8192
(213 ) different system latency settings and results in more than
1500 IPC values (some different latency settings have the same IPC
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Figure 10. IPC results for different latency configurations.
results). Figure 10(a) plots the IPC for all possible settings, which
lead to a 20% spread in IPC, again showing that variable latency
can severely degrade system performance. To reduce the design
space for this study, we choose 20 representative latency settings
from the figure that evenly cover the entire range of IPC outcomes.
The choice of the 20 latency settings do not necessarily reflect the
optimal design points for our schemes. While we later show that
this subset of settings offers benefits over traditional designs, more
sophisticated modeling may yield closer-to-optimal design points,
but is beyond the discussion of the paper. Figure 10(b) plots a
sample of per-benchmark IPC results for the 20 latency settings
to show that benchmarks have varying degrees of sensitivity to
pipeline latencies. The remainder of simulations in this paper are
based on these 20 representative latency settings and all subsequent
results use the average of the IPC values across the entire set of
simulated benchmarks.
We first study ReVIVaL and investigate parameter settings before comparing it to other schemes. For the 20 latency configurations, we choose voltage interpolation configurations that allow
the chip to meet the target frequency (defined as the frequency of
the chip without process variations) with the lowest power dissipation. VddH and VddL are fixed to 1.33V and 1.03V, respectively.
Figure 11 presents the power-performance plot for one typical 16core chip in our simulation. Because the chip frequency is constant
for all configurations, the spread in normalized performance correspond to IPC differences. The set of points with a normalized
performance of 1 is the same set of points seen in Figure 9, and represents a chips with unmodified pipelines and no additional latency.
The x’s correspond to the power for each of the 16 cores when voltage interpolation is used to meet the target frequency for a particular latency configuration. The dots represent average power across
all 16 cores for each latency configuration. We see that adding latency generally allows voltage interpolation to choose lower voltage settings that lead to lower overall power. Lat cfg#18 provides
the optimal energy-delay2 tradeoff across all of the configurations.
The previous discussion assumes that VddH is set at Vdd global
to guarantee the slowest block can operate at the target frequency
if connected to VddH. If we couple voltage interpolation with variable latency, there is no need for VddH to be set at Vdd global,
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Figure 11. Power vs. performance of ReVIVaL.
because variable latency can be used for extremely slow blocks
and VddH can be lowered. Lowering VddH offers the advantage
of saving power in other units. The selection of ∆V is another important decision. A large ∆V enables wide-range frequency tuning, but consequently introduces larger short-circuit power penalties. The total power consumption is determined by VddH, ∆V ,
and the distribution of blocks connected to VddH and VddL. To
determine reasonable values for VddH and ∆V , we sweep the two
parameters for a typical chip and plot the results in Figure 12. For
a typical chip, we first calculate the global voltage (Vdd global)
that allows the entire chip to meet timing at a desired nominal
frequency. In Figure 12(a), we fix VddH at 0.9*Vdd global and
sweep ∆V from 0.05V to 0.4V. In Figure 12(b), we fix ∆V to
0.3V, and sweep VddH from Vdd global to 0.75*Vdd global. The
energy-delay2 metric (BIPS3 /W) shows an optimal point when
VddH=0.9*Vdd global and ∆V=0.3V.
We now compare the effectiveness of ReVIVaL to other techniques in the context of a 16-core processor. We assume time borrowing between units for all techniques. We compare eight differ-
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Figure 13. All techniques for the average of 50 chips.



• Per-core voltage: Per-core voltage assumes that each core has a



separate, independent voltage domain in order to meet the target
frequency. This scheme can provide good efficiency because
each core can choose its own optimal voltage according to
process variation, but the hardware cost may be prohibitively
high.
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• Variable latency: The variable latency scheme is applied in



isolation, attempting to meet the target frequency. If a unit
cannot meet timing, extra latency is inserted.

(b) Sweep for optimal VddH

• Voltage interpolation: Voltage interpolation is applied in iso-

Figure 12. Sweeps to find optimal ∆V and VddH.

lation, attempting to meet the target frequency.

• Combined voltage interpolation and variable latency: The

combined scheme applies both variable latency and voltage interpolation. This scheme attempts to meet the target frequency,
and if a core cannot meet timing, we explore all 20 latency configurations as well as all possible voltage interpolation settings
while optimizing for energy-delay2 . VddH and VddL are left
fixed as in the VI-only scheme above.

ent schemes. The first two schemes relax the frequency of the chip,
while all other configurations attempt to meet the target frequency.
• Global frequency scheme: Global frequency assumes one

global power supply for the entire chip. The frequency is set
with respect to the nominal global voltage such that the chip
will operate at the frequency of the slowest core.

We again consider 50 16-core chips affected by process variation using our Monte-Carlo simulation framework, and apply all
schemes to all of the chips. Figure 13 plots the average energydelay2 (BIPS3 /W) results for all 50 chips. Global frequency and
global voltage perform poorly as the two schemes incur large performance overhead and large power overhead, respectively. The
two-voltage technique offers very small benefits. Per-core voltage
is about 26% better than the global scheme, because each core can
choose an optimal voltage. Variable latency in isolation is hampered by tight loops. While it performs better than the global frequency and voltage schemes, it does not do as well as the percore voltage case. In contrast, voltage interpolation outperforms
the per-core voltage scheme and is 35% better than the global
scheme. The combined VI+VL scheme (ReVIVaL) performs the
best and improves BIPS3 /W by 47%. Since ReVIVaL only needs
two power supplies and modest amounts of additional hardware for
extra latches and voltage selection, it is the most favorable scheme.
We now study how five of the techniques scale as the number
of cores in a CMP varies. For this experiment, we evaluate 4, 8, 16,
and 32-core machines. For each machine, we generate 50 chips affected by process variations and apply the following techniques:
global voltage, per-core voltage, VI-only, VL-only, and VI+VL.
We again report average energy-delay2 for these techniques in Figure 14. As expected, with an increasing number of cores, most of
the proposed schemes work less efficiently, but approaches that

• Per-Core frequency scheme: Per-core frequency assumes one

global power supply for the entire chip. The frequency of each
core is set with respect to the nominal global voltage and the
effects of process variation within that core. Given the different frequencies, this scheme requires synchronization between
cores.

The remainder of the schemes all attempt to meet the nominal
frequency of the chip without process variations (we also refer to
this as the target frequency). Any other frequency could also be
targeted by these schemes by adjusting voltages.
• Global voltage scheme: Global voltage assumes a single global

power supply for the entire chip, but raises this voltage in order
to meet the target frequency. In order for the chip to operate at
this frequency, the global voltage has to be set with respect to
the worst-case critical path delay of the entire chip.

• Two voltage domains: This scheme is similar to the global

voltage scheme above, but two-voltage domains are provided
in an attempt to have similar implementation complexity to
voltage interpolation, which requires two voltages. This scheme
is slightly more flexible because if half of the cores are tied to
different domains, the voltage is now set separately according
to the worst-case critical path within each of the two domains.
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Figure 15. Utilization histogram of latency configurations.
ting, there must be a balance struck between testing overhead and
the incremental improvement that a larger test space provides.

provide finer-grained voltages (per-core voltage, VI, and VI+VL)
are generally able to maintain a flat efficiency level. In a chip with
a large number of cores, it is possible that some cores suffer extremely bad process variations. With global voltage control, the
power cost of tuning with respect to the worst core to maintain
target frequency is very high. Variable latency also becomes less
efficient as the number of cores grows. For a system with a multitude of cores suffering from variation, one cycle extra latency is
insufficient to allow all of the blocks to meet timing, so that the supply voltage would have to be increased, resulting in higher power
overheads for other blocks. Combining variable latency with voltage interpolation maintains its advantage over all other schemes.

6.2 Designing the Power Supply Network
One burden imposed by voltage interpolation is the need to design
two power supply networks. Given that the power grid is one of the
most challenging aspects of microprocessor design, doubling the
power supply grid design may be prohibitive. However, if power
consumption in the two grids (for VddH and VddL) is balanced
or deterministic, the overhead of distributing two power grids becomes much more manageable. It is important to remember that
power grid design is set by the power that flows through it. Figure 16 plots statistics on the distribution of power between VddH
and VddL for 100 chips with process variations employing VI+VL.
Since variable latency enables frequency increases without having
to increase voltage, the power distribution on VddH falls below
50% for all chips. We can accommodate these results in multiple
ways. First, assume the power is on average split 70% in VddL
and 30% in VddH. Then, over design each of the grids by 20% to
account for the variations. Another approach would be to operate
more of the circuit blocks off of VddH to balance the power delivered through each grid at the expense of higher power consumption.
Yet another approach would be to adjust VddH and VddL levels to
balance the power on the two grids. Linking back to the test strategy discussed above, we can limit the number of configurations and
only allow voltage configurations with balanced power between the
two grids to be qualified candidates during test. This can guarantee
the load on the two grids while reducing the test space.

6. Discussion
Voltage interpolation and variable latency are two post-fabrication
techniques that have been shown to be effective for combating
process variations. However, these techniques are not entirely free
and require careful thought be given to testing and potential design
overheads related to the two power-supply networks.
6.1 Test Strategy
Given the difficulty in accurately predicting how process variation
will affect each individual chip, post-fabrication tuning offers the
ability to compensate for variations after the fact. However, this requires an ability to assess the impact of process variation through
testing. For the competitive cost-conscious IC market, test cost (i.e.
tester time) must be kept to a minimum. For the multi-core processors studied in this paper, if we assume each microarchitectural unit
can choose between 2 latency configurations and 3 power configurations, the test space can easily grow to millions of points. One
simple way to reduce the overall test space is to sample the space
as was already done to constrain the design space in our study. Figure 15 illustrates the percentage usage of different latency configurations from 100 cores. It clearly shows that some latency configuration are used much more frequently than others. Lat cfg#18 has
more than 65% of usage while other configurations are used less
often. To simplify test, we can constrain testing around the 10 most
popular latency configurations and cover most of the choices that
are likely to be used. Similar approaches can be used to constrain
the large number of voltage configurations that are possible. While
the reduced test space may fail to find the best configuration set-

7. Conclusion
Microprocessors tolerant to process variation in future nanoscale
technologies will enable designs that can continue to improve performance and benefit from technology scaling. Previous papers
have presented variable latency, but only applied to a small part of
the processor or lack a detailed analysis of performance impact on
different loops, especially tight loops. This paper presents a thorough and detailed study of the impact of variable latency on different types of pipeline loops. Given the potentially large performance penalties that can occur when variable latency is used alone,
we introduce voltage interpolation as a complementary method to
combat process variations. Both techniques are verified by experimental results from a test chip fabricated in a 130nm CMOS technology. ReVIVaL offers significant advantages over using either
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Figure 16. Statistics on power distribution of VddH and VddL.
voltage interpolation or variable latency in isolation. Traditional
techniques that tune global voltage or global frequency suffer significant power or performance overheads. More aggressive per-core
voltage or per-core frequency tuning techniques incur prohibitively
high implementation overheads and still fail to perform as well
as ReVIVaL. Simulation results of a next-generation CMP processor with 32 cores demonstrate 47% improvement in BIPS3 /W with
VI+VL over a global voltage scheme.
A remaining challenge for post-fabrication tuning techniques
like voltage interpolation and variable latency revolves around the
ability to efficiently test different possible configurations and converge upon the best setting. We plan to explore how various aspects
of post-fabrication testing can affect the final settings and resulting
deviations from optimal solutions. Moreover, we anticipate longterm testing and tuning in the field can improve the design and offer
ways to compensate for time-varying sources of variations such as
temperature and aging.
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